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a b s t r a c t
21We argue that thought insertion primarily involves a disruption of the sense of ownership
22for thoughts and that the lack of a sense of agency is but a consequence of this disruption.
23We defend the hypothesis that this disruption of the sense of ownership stems from a fail-
24ure in the online integration of the contextual information related to a thought, in partic-
25ular contextual information concerning the different causal factors that may be implicated
26in their production. Loss of unity of consciousness, manifested by incoherent subjective
27experiences is a general phenomenal characteristic of schizophrenia. This loss of coherence
28has been hypothesized to reflect a generalized deficit of contextual information integration
29not conveyed by, but related to, a target event. This deficit is manifested across many cog-
30nitive domains. We argue that it is also manifested in the process of thinking itself, result-
31ing in causally decontextualized thoughts that are experienced as inserted thoughts.
32! 2012 Published by Elsevier Inc.
33
34
35 1. Introduction
36 Imagine that you are walking in the streets of Paris and that, while walking by Notre Dame de Paris, a thought suddenly
37 pops in your mind, say, ‘‘Kill God’’ (Frith, 1992). Imagine also that this thought does not feel like your own, but feels like it is
38 somebody else’s that has been inserted in your mind. For some people such an experience can feel as real as, say, their expe-
39 rience of the church of Notre-Dame in front of their eyes. The presence of such delusional experiences is a first-rank diag-
40 nostic symptom of schizophrenia (Schneider, 1959), a symptom called Thought Insertion (henceforth, TI). More precisely, in TI
41 ‘‘the subject experiences thoughts which are not his own intruding into his mind. The symptom is not that he has been
42 caused to have unusual thoughts, but that the thoughts themselves are not his’’ (Wing, Cooper, & Sartorius, 1983, our empha-
43 sis; see also, Mullins & Spence, 2003). The following reports are instances of TI:
44 1. I look out the window and I think that the garden looks nice and the grass looks cool, but the thoughts of Eamonn
45 Andrews come into my mind. There are no other thoughts there, only his. [. . .] He treats mymind like a screen and flashes
46 thoughts onto it like you flash a picture (Mellor, 1970, p. 17).
47 2. Thoughts are put into my mind, like ‘Kill God’. It is just like my mind working, but it is not. They are not my thoughts.
48 They belong to this guy, Chris. They are his thoughts (Frith, 1992, p. 66).
49 3. [S]he said that sometimes it seemed to be her own thought ‘but I don’t get the feeling that it is’. She said her ‘own
50 thoughts might say the same thing’, ‘but the feeling isn’t the same’, ‘the feeling is that it is somebody else’s’ (Allison-
51 Bolger, 1999, #89).
52
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53 As both the above definition and these examples suggest, prima facie TI seems to affect at least two phenomenal proper-
54 ties that normally accompany our episodes of thinking: first, the feeling or sense that our thoughts belong to us—sense of
55 ownership (henceforth, SoO)—and, second, the feeling or sense that we are the causal generator of our thoughts—sense of
56 agency (henceforth, SoA).
57 In trying to explain TI, we are confronted with several issues. First, we need to determine whether TI is best characterized
58 as primarily a disorder of the sense of thought agency, a disorder of the sense of thought ownership or a disorder reflecting a
59 disruption of both the sense of agency and the sense of ownership for thought. Second, as pointed out by Gallagher (2004),
60 patients do not experience all their thoughts as inserted thoughts. An account of TI should therefore also explain its episodic
61 nature. Third, inserted thoughts are not just negatively characterized by loss of the SoA and/or the SoO, but also positively by
62 an attribution to an external entity postulated by patients to be the actual possessor or initiator of these special thoughts
63 (e.g., ‘‘. . . the thoughts of Eamonn Andrews come into my mind’’, Mellor, 1970, our emphasis).1
64 With respect to the first issue, TI is often viewed as reflecting a disturbance of the SoA rather than of the SoO. Following
65 Sousa and Swiney (2011), we call this view the standard approach. In Section 2, we will explain why we think this approach is
66 inadequate. In the following sections, we will argue for an alternative view according to which TI essentially reflects a deficit
67 of the SoO. We will propose the hypothesis that during the formation of some occurrent thoughts the causal factors (what we
68 call the causal–contextual information) that produce them are not dynamically integrated by the system. As a result, these
69 thoughts seem to come out of nowhere (we will argue that this constitutes the phenomenological basis of TI). Before present-
70 ing our main hypothesis (Section 4), we will review empirical evidence showing that schizophrenia patients present system-
71 atic integration deficits (Section 3). Finally (Section 5), we will discuss how, on this hypothesis, further distinctive features of
72 TI could be accounted for.
73 2. The standard approach criticized
74 According to the standard approach, TI reflects a disturbance of the SoA for thoughts but leaves intact the SoO. One can
75 identify two main motivations for this approach and its denial that in TI the SoO is disturbed. One motivation for this ap-
76 proach comes from the very influential role played by the comparator model of positive symptoms in schizophrenia pro-
77 posed by Christopher Frith (1992). The second motivation comes from the inseparability thesis.
78 The comparator-model was originally developed to explain motor actions (e.g., Sperry, 1950). Chris Frith (1992), however,
79 invoked it to explain delusions of control – where agents experience their own actions as controlled by some external entity
80 – as well as several other delusions of passivity in schizophrenia, including TI (see also Campbell, 1999). According to the
81 comparator-model, delusions of control reflect an impairment of the sense of agency for actions but leaves intact their sense
82 of ownership for the movements that constitute these actions: patients with delusions of control claim that some external
83 force controls their movements but do not deny that the movements thus controlled are movements of their own body.2
84 Frith (1992) assumed that thoughts could be analyzed as inner speech and hence could be treated as an action and applied
85 the comparator model to thought insertion. Over the last 20 years, the comparator model of delusions of control has become
86 far more sophisticated and has received significant empirical support. However, during the same period, the extension of the
87 comparator-model from action to thought has been largely criticized3 and even the current partisans of the standard approach
88 usually reject the comparator-model for TI (e.g., Gallagher, 2004; Peacocke, 2007; Proust, 2009; Young, 2008). Therefore, in the
89 remainder of this section we will concentrate on the second motivation.
90 The second main reason motivating the standard view is the claim made by several authors that the so-called insepara-
91 bility thesis is not challenged by TI and that therefore the SoO should not be disrupted in TI (see, e.g., Stephens & Graham,
92 2000; Young, 2008). The argument from the inseparability thesis runs as follows. First, the inseparability thesis says that if I
93 am introspectively aware of a thought I am de facto experiencing this thought as occurring within my own psychological
94 boundaries, that is, in my own subjectivity: ‘‘By being introspectively aware of (my) thoughts [. . .], I am, in virtue of this,
95 aware of what constitutes the boundaries of my mental activity (what amounts to my subjective experience)’’ (Young,
96 2008: 849). In other words, introspective awareness (of thoughts) is inseparable from the sense of subjectivity, understood
1 Gallagher also points out the need to explain why inserted thoughts seem circumscribed to specific contents. This point will be not addressed here,
however.
2 Both the SoA for motor actions and the SoO for our body depend on the integration of multiple factors. On the one hand, the SoA is thought to rely on factors
like the sensory attenuation of proprioceptive reafferences from voluntary movements, the perceptual effects of our actions and whether these effects were
expected or not, the efferent signals linked to action initiation, the intention(s) preceding voluntary actions, the sense of effort experienced when executing an
action and, finally, the control we have on the ongoing action (Pacherie, 2010). On the other hand, the SoO results from the multisensory integration of inputs
coming from different modalities (e.g., from vision and proprioception) (Ehrsson, 2012). There is a partial overlap between the factors that determine the SoA
and those involved in the SoO and, in ordinary situations and some neurological conditions, such as somatoparaphrenia, there is a close interplay between the
SoA and the SoO (Jeannerod & Pacherie, 2004, de Vignemont, 2009). Nonetheless, we can find striking dissociations between these two feelings, with a
preserved SoO despite an impaired SoA, both in schizophrenic patients (Frith, 2005) and in healthy subjects (Kalckert et al., 2012). This indicates that the SoA
may not be necessary for the SoO. In addition, a recent study with healthy subjects provides evidence that the presence or absence of a SoA over an action does
not modulate the SoO for the relevant body part – i.e., the SoO is not stronger when the SoA is present than when it is absent –, and also that, in contrast, the
presence or absence of a SoO for a particular body part modulates the SoA over the relevant action – i.e., the SoA is stronger when the SoO is present than when
it is absent – (Kalckert & Ehrsson, 2012). This suggests that the SoO may be more crucial for the SoA than the SoA for the SoO.
3 See for instance, Bortolotti & Broome, 2009; Gallagher, 2004; Proust, 2008; Synofzik, Vosgerau, & Newen, 2008a; Synofzik, Vosgerau, & Newen, 2008b;
Vosgerau & Newen, 2007. Frith (2012) also recognizes that the comparator approach does not provide a plausible account of TI.
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97 as the sense that my thoughts are localized within the boundaries of my inner space and therefore private. Second, the insep-
98 arability thesis identifies (collapses) the SoO with the sense of subjectivity: ‘‘my awareness has inherent and inseparable
99 subjectivity such that I cannot be aware of a thought without being likewise aware that it is my thought’’ (Young, 2008:
100 849). In other words, the sense of subjectivity is itself inseparable from the sense of ownership. Let us call the first insepa-
101 rability claim (I1) and the second (I2).
102 Now, schizophrenic patients are introspectively aware of their inserted thoughts. Therefore, according to (I1) they expe-
103 rience these inserted thoughts as occurring within the boundaries of their own subjectivity, and, according to (I2), in virtue of
104 this subjectivity, they also experience these inserted thoughts as their own. Therefore, TI cannot express a disturbed SoO;
105 instead it should manifest a disturbed SoA: patients do not experience some of their thoughts as a product of their own
106 agency (this is precisely the claim of the standard approach).
107 We think that (I2) is unwarranted and that it is wrong to identify the sense of ownership with the sense of subjectivity.
108 First, it should be noted that unless one can produce independent reasons for thinking that the sense of ownership is pre-
109 served in TI, the argument is simply begging the question in favor of (I2). In addition, the phenomenology reported by pa-
110 tients suffering from TI seems to provide evidence against (I2). Patients with TI strongly feel inserted thoughts as not being
111 their own: ‘‘the subject experiences thoughts which are not his own intruding into his mind. The symptom is not that he has
112 been caused to have unusual thoughts, but that the thoughts themselves are not his’’ (Wing et al., 1983, quoted by Mullins &
113 Spence, 2003: 296, our emphasis). Indeed, what appears to be very troubling with TI is the fact that some introspected
114 thoughts that occur within the subjective space of patients are not felt as being their own (Bortolotti & Broome, 2009). If
115 anything, TI seems to provide evidence that having a sense of subjectivity for a thought is not a sufficient condition for having
116 a SoO for this same thought.
117 Second, there is also evidence, independently of TI cases, for the separability between subjectivity and ownership. Thought
118 broadcasting is another positive symptom of schizophrenia, where patients ‘‘[. . .] experience [their] thoughts as escaping si-
119 lently; [these] may or may not be available to other people’’ or ‘‘thoughts are perceived as leaving the subject’s head/mind’’
120 (Pawar & Spence, 2003: 288, ours emphasis)4. In other words, in thought broadcasting, patients experience their own thoughts
121 escaping from their head and being broadcast, or available, to others. In thought broadcasting, therefore, patients have introspec-
122 tive access to their broadcasted thoughts, but these thoughts are not experienced as localized within their own psychological
123 boundaries. The experience of these patients is thus a counter-example to (I1). Yet, these patients experience their broadcasted
124 thoughts as being their own thoughts. Despite lacking a sense of subjectivity for their broadcasted thoughts, they retain a sense
125 of ownership for these thoughts. Hence, broadcasted thoughts are also counter-examples to (I2).
126 To sum up, the identification of the SoO with the sense of subjectivity is not a necessary move. On the contrary,
127 evidence from both TI and thought broadcasting suggest that they can dissociate and that the inseparability thesis is
128 incorrect.
129 Another general objection to the standard approach5 concerns its coarse-grainedness. The standard approach characterizes
130 TI as involving a disturbed SoA together with a preserved SoO, but cannot explain what distinguishes TI from other cases where
131 people lack a SoA for a thought yet retain a SoO for it. It therefore fails to accurately capture its unique phenomenology.
132 First, the standard approach cannot readily account for the difference between TI and the normal case of unbidden
133 thoughts (hereafter, UT). UTs are unwilled thoughts that ‘‘strike us unexpectedly out of the blue; and thoughts that run
134 willy–nilly through our heads’’ (Frankfurt, 1976: 240). We lack a SoA for UTs, insofar as we do not experience ourselves
135 as the causal source or causal generator of these thoughts, and yet we retain a SoO for them. But then, the standard theory
136 seems bound to characterize both UTs and TI in the same way – the absence of a sense of agency in the presence of a sense of
137 ownership. It cannot account for the difference between the relatively normal experience of unbidden thoughts and the
138 pathological experience of thought insertion.6 In addition, the standard approach also lacks the resources needed to differen-
139 tiate between TI and influenced thinking, another symptom where the SoA is disturbed but not the SoO. In influenced thinking
140 ‘‘the patients OWN thoughts. . . are being controlled or influenced by an outside force’’ (Koehler, 1979; quoted by Mullins &
141 Spence, 2003: 297). Once again, if TI only affects the SoA, how do we explain the difference between TI and influenced
142 thinking?7
143 The difficulties the standard approach is confronted with make us prefer a second option. In what follows we will defend
144 the view that TI reflects a basic deficit of the SoO and that the loss of SoA for inserted thoughts is but a consequence of this
145 primary deficit. We propose that the SoO for thoughts depends on online dynamical processes of causal–contextual informa-
146 tion integration and that the disturbance of the SoO in TI can be explained by a disruption of these information integration
147 processes. We start with a review of the clinical and experimental evidence showing that schizophrenic patients manifest a
148 generalized deficit of integration information (especially of the contextual information) in many, if not all, cognitive
149 domains.
4 Note that thought broadcasting, while perhaps the most characteristic, is not the only symptom whereby patients feel their thoughts leaving their mind. In
thought withdrawal, for instance, patients feel that some of their thoughts are withdrawn by an external agency such that their own thoughts are felt as leaving
their head (Koehler, 1979; Pawar & Spence, 2003).
5 The following remarks apply to the standard approach in general, whether inspired by the comparator-model or not.
6 For Gallagher (2004), what differentiates UT from TI is the attributive side of the latter where thoughts are attributed to an external agency. However it will
be shown in the last section that this attributive process is not systematic and that when it occurs it is as a result of the loss of the SoO in TI.
7 Sousa and Swiney (2011) distinguish between two notions of SoA. This seems to give them the tools to differentiate between the two symptoms.
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150 3. Schizophrenia: the fragmented mind
151 3.1. Gestalt processes in schizophrenia
152 Consciousness manifests itself as an integrative experience. Unity and coherence seem to be basic characteristics of sub-
153 jective experiences. Our perceptual experiences as well as our thought experiences do not appear disparate, sparse or inco-
154 herent but deeply harmonious, unified and connected. However in some pathological circumstances like schizophrenia this
155 unity of consciousness is lost. Schizophrenia is characterized phenomenally by very chaotic subjective experiences. Patients
156 experience the outside world as well as their inner mental world as deeply fragmented (Silverstein & Uhlhaas, 2004; Uhlhaas
157 & Silverstein, 2005).
158 Both clinical and experimental data suggest that patients have impaired Gestalt organizational processes. We first present
159 these impairments in the perceptual domain, namely in perceptual organization: the ability of perceptual systems to form
160 coherent and global representations of perceptual events beyond their elemental parts through some organizational rules,
161 e.g., proximity, similarity, closure and good continuation (Wertheimer, 1923).
162 Ariety describes the experience of one patient in the following way: ‘‘She remembered that she could not look at the
163 whole door. She could only see the knob or some corner of the door. The wall was fragmented into parts’’ (Ariety, 1962,
164 p. 85, quoted by Silverstein & Uhlhaas, 2004: 264). Chapman reports another patient’s own description of their visual expe-
165 rience: ‘‘Everything I see is split up. It’s like a photograph that’s torn in bits and put together again. If somebody moves or
166 speaks, everything I see disappears quickly and I have to put it together.’’ (Chapman, 1966, p. 229, quoted by Silverstein &
167 Uhlhaas, 2004: 264).
168 Many experimental studies have shown that patients have perceptual organization deficits (for a review, see Uhlhaas &
169 Silverstein, 2005). In a famous study, Place and Gilmore (1980) had schizophrenia patients and healthy controls count the
170 number of lines in tachistoscopically presented arrays comprising two to six horizontal or vertical lines at the points of
171 an imaginary hexagon. The lines were either coherently organized (e.g., only vertical or only horizontal lines) or randomly
172 mixed. Their hypothesis was that patients would have impaired Gestalt organizational processes, and they predicted that
173 they would be worse than control subjects in the ‘‘coherent’’ condition but better in the ‘‘mixed’’ condition at counting
174 the lines. These two predictions were confirmed. Later studies have replicated and extended these results, showing, for in-
175 stance, that grouping is also impaired in the auditory modality (Silverstein, Matteson, & Knight, 1996) and that other per-
176 ceptual organization processes, such as closure, are also disturbed (Doniger, Silipo, Rabinowicz, Snodgrass, & Javitt, 2001;
177 Keefe & Kraus, 2009). To sum up, both clinical and experimental data confirm that the perceptual world of patients is sub-
178 jectively fragmented and present basic deficits in the perceptual organization processes that normally bind elements into a
179 context-appropriate coherent whole.
180 3.2. Schizophrenia and the contextual information integration deficit hypothesis
181 The fact that patients present perceptual organization disturbances suggests an information integration deficit: they fail to
182 coordinate (i.e., bind together) different elements related to a single current particular event in a coherent way (Silverstein &
183 Phillips, 2003, Uhlhaas, Haenschel, Nikolic´, & Singer, 2008; Uhlhaas & Singer, 2006, 2010). More specifically, patients appear
184 to be impaired at coordinating the surrounding contextual information related to a target event with the information strictly
185 conveyed by the content of this target. Such a contextual information integration deficit modifies the quality of the final out-
186 come of a processed target (Bazin, Perruchet, & Hardy-Bayle, 2000; Silverstein & Phillips, 2003, Silverstein & Uhlhaas, 2004;
187 Uhlhaas & Silverstein, 2005). Whether contextual information is correctly integrated or not will not change the informational
188 content strictly conveyed by the target state; however, it will modulate the salience, the valence, or the relevance of the tar-
189 get event, and thus its phenomenological quality.
190 As pointed out by Uhlhaas and Silverstein (2003), Gestalt theorists did not conceive of Gestalt laws as applying only to
191 perceptual organization in vision, but as general laws governing cognitive and brain processes. These Gestalt conceptions
192 find an echo in current theories of cognitive function and brain organization. Besides perceptual grouping, many cognitive
193 functions, such as attention-dependent stimulus selection, subsystem integration, working memory, and consciousness, de-
194 pend on contextual coordination between and within streams of processing. Recent theories in cognitive neuroscience have
195 proposed that neural oscillations and their synchronization may represent a versatile functional mechanism to realize flex-
196 ible communication within and between cortical areas (Singer, 1999; Uhlhaas & Singer, 2006, 2010; Uhlhaas et al., 2008). In
197 line with this conception, Uhlhaas and Sylverstein propose that ‘‘abnormal perceptual organization in schizophrenia is one
198 manifestation of a larger disturbance in the combining of context-related stimuli’’ (2003: 14). Uhlhaas et al. (2008) further
199 suggest that this larger disturbance may be explained by the widespread deficit in the generation and synchronization of
200 rhythmic activity schizophrenia is associated with. There is indeed empirical evidence of contextual information integration
201 deficits across many cognitive domains in schizophrenia.
202 First, in the perceptual domain the contextual information integration deficit is already present at very low levels. The
203 specific response of a neuron to a particular stimulus can normally be amplified or reduced (i.e., modulated) according to
204 the (level of) stimulation the neighboring neurons receive (representing the contextual information of the target neuron).
205 These optimizing processes of reduction (or amplification in other cases) of signals belong to the so-called gain controlmech-
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206 anisms ‘‘that allow sensory systems to adapt and optimize their responses to stimuli within a particular surrounding con-
207 text’’ (Butler, Silverstein, & Dakin, 2008: 41). Such optimizing processes are partially disturbed in schizophrenia patients
208 (e.g., Butler et al., 2005). Second, patients have impaired abilities to process contextual information related to linguistic stim-
209 uli. Several experiments have shown that, compared to controls, patients integrate to a lesser degree the semantic context
210 related to target words or sentences (Bazin et al., 2000; Passerieux, 2004). Third, some authors have proposed that the auto-
211 biographical and episodic memory impairments8 of patients could result from a deficit in the integration of the contextual ele-
212 ments related to the target event to be memorized during the encoding process (Danion, Rizzo, & Bruant, 1999; Passerieux,
213 2004). Four, contextual information integration deficits have also been invoked to explain the difficulties encountered by
214 schizophrenia patients in correctly identifying the intentions, beliefs and desires of others (Chambon et al., 2011; Passerieux,
215 2004). Finally, executive dysfunctions in schizophrenia appear to reflect a specific problem with contextual control. The diffi-
216 culties they present in organizing or selecting appropriate actions in relation to internal goals have been empirically shown
217 to result from an inability to take into account (perceptual) contextual information in order to select the appropriate action
218 among competing options (Chambon et al., 2008).
219 The presence of a contextual information integration deficit across many cognitive domains in schizophrenia patients
220 could therefore explain the fragmentation of their subjective experience (Phillips & Silverstein, 2003; Silverstein & Uhlhaas,
221 2004; Uhlhaas et al., 2008).
222 We propose that contextual information integration also plays an essential role in the process of thinking itself. That is the
223 coordination of the contextual information related to a thought with its content would be essential in order to experience
224 coherent and unified episodes of thinking. The specific kind of contextual information we are concerned with consists of
225 the causal factors that trigger and/or constrain such episodes. A breakdown of these coordination process(es) would result
226 in our thoughts appearing abnormal, incoherent and fragmented. In the next section, we describe these different causal fac-
227 tors and show how TI may stem from a deficit in the integration of these factors.
228 4. Inserted thoughts as decontextualized thoughts
229 4.1. Where do our thoughts come from?
230 A variety of internal and external of factors can trigger thoughts or constrain their contents. Typically, when we have a
231 thought, we do no just have access to its content. We can also have access to surrounding information about what triggered
232 this thought, although this information may sometimes be difficult or even impossible to retrieve (see below). We refer to
233 this information as the causal factor(s) of thoughts and we argue that these factors constitute a specific kind of contextual
234 information, related to, but not conveyed by, the strict content of this thought. We will argue that when, in an episode of
235 thinking, this causal–contextual information is not properly integrated, the phenomenology associated with the thought,
236 but not the meaning of its strict content, is affected. First, however, let us consider (some of) the factors that can trigger
237 our thoughts.
238 4.2. External factors
239 Very often thoughts are driven by external factors. That is, one or many specific events in the world trigger the thought
240 you currently have. For instance, while looking through the window I see a bird and I think: ‘‘yet another pigeon!’’ Such in-
241 stances of externally-driven thoughts are very common.
242 4.3. Internal factors
243 Our thoughts can of course also be triggered by purely internal events: internally-driven thoughts. The cases of ‘‘thought
244 association’’ are obvious instances. For example, while I am thinking about something (e.g., about pigeons), this thought trig-
245 gers in me some memories (e.g., of having seen huge numbers of pigeons in Venice), which, in turn, generate some further
246 thoughts (e.g., that pigeons are a threat to monuments).
247 Furthermore, thoughts can also be selected as a function of some internal goals (e.g., problem solving, action planning
248 etc.).9 Thought selection in relation to internal goals involves the deployment of specific executive processes (Koechlin, Ody,
249 & Kouneiher, 2003; Koechlin & Summerfield, 2007). These executive processes monitor, inter alia, the current context and your
250 memory. Imagine you have just finished giving a talk about, say, the co-evolution of pigeons with their urban environment. Now
251 comes the question period. You answer a first question and are then asked a second question almost identical to the first one.
252 Getting this second, almost identical question can make you suspect that your first answer was not clear enough. So, the
253 thoughts that will be selected for your second answer should take into account this current context and the words used for
254 the first response. In other words, your worries about the clarity of your first answer, ‘‘define a new episode with its own ‘epi-
255 sodic’ control signals (or rules), which have to be integrated with those owing to sensorimotor and contextual control in the
8 For an overview of the memory impairments in schizophrenia see for instance, Harvey & Sharma, 2002
9 For some authors, these are instances of mental-actions where thoughts are not passively but actively produced (Peacocke, 2007, 2008; Proust, 2008).
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256 service of action [or thought] selection’’ (Koechlin & Summerfield, 2007: 230). Instead of simply repeating your initial answer,
257 you try to formulate a, hopefully, clearer answer.
258 4.4. Further modulating factors
259 A thought originally externally- or internally-driven can be modulated by supplementary (internal or external) factors
260 eventually determining what will be the content of a thought. Take the thought in the first example given above, namely
261 while looking through the window I see a bird and I think: ‘‘yet another pigeon!’’, as the ‘prototypical’ thought the subject would
262 have while looking through the window and seeing a pigeon perching on a branch right in front of the window, all other
263 things being equal. Then the following list contains (at least some of) the factors that can modulate and possible change that
264 prototypical thought.
265 I. Perceptual constraints The current perceptual conditions can also affect your thoughts. For instance, suppose I see the
266 same bird while looking through a very dirty window, the thought ‘‘yet another pigeon!’’ may be replaced by the
267 thought ‘‘ is it a pigeon or a blackbird?’’.
268 II. Situational constraints: similarly, according to the current situational conditions your thought could also be different:
269 in my room in Toronto, while looking through the window I see a bird and I think: ‘‘what! Even here there are
270 pigeons!’’.
271 III. Doxastic background constraints: our thoughts are always generated within a personal background of beliefs and
272 knowledge. Suppose, for instance, that I believe that in Toronto there are no pigeons, only turtledoves. While looking
273 through the window I see a bird and I think: ‘‘Haaaa. . . here’s a turtledove!’’. This particular thought is triggered by the
274 view of the pigeon. The set of possible thoughts your system can produce is a function of your knowledge and set of
275 beliefs. With a different doxastic background, the thought would have been different10. For instance, if I am very igno-
276 rant about birds, then while seeing a bird through the window, I could maybe think, ‘‘yet another pigeon!’’; but I could
277 not think, as a bird-watcher would, ‘‘yet another Rock pigeon!’’.
278 IV. Immediate internal constraints: a particular thought can also depend on the thought(s) that just precede it. My
279 thought(s) about a specific perceptual object may differ according to my immediately preceding thought(s): I am
280 thinking that golden eagles are endangered, and, while looking through the window I see a bird and think: ‘‘at least
281 there will always be pigeons!’’
282 V. Memory constraints: a thought about a specific stimulus or an internal event can depend on a particular memory con-
283 text. For instance, while looking through the window I see a bird and I think: ‘‘I must not forget to feed the birds
284 tonight’’.
285 VI. Emotional constraints: your current affective state can also influence the content of your thought. For some reason,
286 today I am particularly happy and seeing a bird through the window I think: ‘‘Actually, pigeons are not so ugly!’’.
287 VII. Volitional constraints: the subject has the possibility to reject the thought(s) she currently has. That is to say, she can
288 exert metacognitive control over her thought(s) and decide whether to go on with it or not (sometimes, of course, it is
289 not as easy as we suggest). Suppose I am writing a paper, see a bird through the window and start thinking about
290 pigeons. I may exert metacognitive control to abort this thinking about pigeons and go back to my writing.
291
292 In what follows we will try to show that TI may result from an integration deficit of some of these external, internal and
293 modulating factors.
294 4.5. Causal coherence determines SoO
295 Our ‘‘stream’’ of thinking (as well as our stream of consciousness in general) appears unified and coherent and strange
296 intrusions or serious incoherence are relatively infrequent. What are the processes that underlie this ‘cohesive’ phenomenol-
297 ogy? We just explained that a thought does not arise out of nowhere; rather a number of factors contribute to its emergence.
298 The integration of these causal–contextual factors with the content of thoughts is necessary to obtain a cohesive phenom-
299 enology within our episodes of thinking. However, this coherence is a form of causal coherence rather than semantic coher-
300 ence. A specific thought will be said to be causally coherent if the system integrated its causal source(s) so that the presence of
301 this thought within our stream of consciousness will feel ‘‘natural’’ and normal, independently of its semantic content. This
302 causal coherence determines a specific phenomenology of coherence that does not depend on the (semantic) content of
303 thoughts but on some functional processes that underlie the mechanisms of thought production. In contrast, semantic coher-
304 ence depends on the information conveyed by the thoughts. It depends, inter alia, on the degree of match between the
305 semantic content of the current thought and the semantic expectations/predictions of what its content would be based
306 on the semantic contents of the preceding thoughts (see below). However, causal coherence may or may not co-occur with
307 semantic coherence.
10 Of course, all thoughts are generated within a doxastic background. Nevertheless the crucial point is the weighting of the different factors within the
current situation. So, the doxastic background will have more or less weight in the determination of the current thought according to the current situation.
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308 Consider first the case in which the two kinds of phenomenology co-occur. For instance, when you are running an inner
309 soliloquy about a specific subject matter (e.g., solving a math problem), each particular thought is, at least partially, con-
310 strained by (usually implicit) semantic expectations (or semantic predictions) derived from the preceding thought(s).11 In
311 this case causal coherence and semantic coherence co-occur. More precisely, during such an inner soliloquy the integration pro-
312 cess of causal–contextual information integrates or coordinates each previous thought with the next thought, which, in this
313 case, was precisely triggered by this preceding thought (what we called the immediate internal constraints). The phenomenal
314 output of this coordination process is a causal coherence in that the presence of the upcoming thoughts feels normal. In addi-
315 tion, the semantic predictions of the upcoming thoughts formed upon the preceding thoughts provide a phenomenology of
316 semantic coherence. This is phenomenally manifested as follows: when your current thoughts match the predictions derived
317 from the previous thoughts, their semantic contents are not as salient as when there is some mismatch. Read the following sen-
318 tence: ‘‘The election of B. Obama was a great historical moment, since he was the first president of the United States to be
319 white’’. You were probably surprised by the last word of this sentence and its unexpectedness made it very salient. Experimen-
320 tally, when subjects have to identify the sense of a target word, they are faster to recognize its sense if it was preceded by a close
321 semantic context (Harvey & Sharma, 2002; Passerieux, 2004). Physiologically, this priming effect is manifested by a reduction of
322 the N4000 amplitude, when the word is preceded by a close semantic context. The N400 is an event-related potential ‘‘arising in
323 all linguistic situations, between 250 and 450 ms after target word presentation; its amplitude changes according to the facility
324 to access at word meaning’’ (Passerieux, 2004). This process is disturbed in schizophrenia patients, who show a reduced priming
325 effect, physiologically expressed by a smaller reduction of the N400 when the target word is preceded by a close semantic con-
326 text. To recap, by a kind of semantic priming effect one thought blends smoothly into the next and they appear to form a coher-
327 ent sequence. Inversely, when the semantic content of a thought does not match our expectations, it automatically becomes
328 salient and appears incoherent or incongruent with respect to our preceding thoughts.
329 Take now the case in which the phenomenology of causal coherence and the phenomenology of semantic coherence come
330 apart. While you are performing an activity (e.g., exercising at the gym) and thinking about your current performance, sud-
331 denly the thought ‘‘I must not forget my laptop for tonight’s meeting’’ pops in your mind. In this case, the information con-
332 veyed by the thought (i.e., its semantic content) will appear salient to the extent that it was not expected or predicted from
333 the preceding thoughts. Nonetheless, the presence of this thought does not feel abnormal. Why? The reason is that in this
334 particular case, the system integrated the (implicit or explicit) memory factor, namely your prospective memory of tonight’s
335 meeting, that triggered or constrained the content of your thought (what we called thememory constraints). The factor could
336 also have been a perceptual event (i.e., what we called an external factor), such as your glimpsing your laptop through the
337 open door of the locker room. This perceptual event would have been dynamically coordinated (i.e., integrated) with your
338 occurrent thought with the result that, once again, the presence of the thought would not have seemed abnormal (even if
339 you were unable to retrieve this perceptual information later).
340 To recap, to produce phenomenal causal coherence the system must integrate the causal source(s) (i.e., the causal–con-
341 textual information) of thoughts with the thoughts themselves. Now, we propose that the SoO for thoughts directly follows
342 from the production of phenomenal causal coherence (and not from semantic coherence). The establishment of causal coher-
343 ence is what prevents the irruption of a sense of non-ownership or dis-ownership.12 When this integration process is dis-
344 rupted, a thought, while occurring, will be disconnected from its causal source(s). It will then be experienced as coming out
345 of nowhere. Imagine now that you experience some of your thoughts as coming out of nowhere; their presence will likely feel
346 strange and abnormal so that your sense of ownership for these thoughts could be seriously disturbed. We suggest that this is
347 precisely what happens in TI. In other words, we hypothesize that in patients with TI, the processes responsible for the online
348 integration or coordination of the causal–contextual information pertaining to a thought with the thought itself is impaired.
349 That is to say, the link between causal context and thought is not dynamically maintained. As the result, these thoughts would
350 be experienced as coming from nowhere, and we would lack a SoO for them. In our view then, considering inserted thoughts as
351 decontextualized thoughts constitutes the better way of describing the phenomenological substrate of thought insertion.
352 In this view, the SoO for thoughts depends essentially on the integration of relevant causal–contextual information with
353 the occurring thought(s). This causal information may (but need not) include conscious causal factors (e.g., voluntarily pro-
354 duced thoughts). Additional factors, such as logical or semantic coherence may modulate the strength of the SoO. Neverthe-
355 less, we claim that causal integration is a necessary and sufficient condition for ownership, so that if it is absent the SoO will
356 be undermined.
357 But now what could be the functional impairment responsible for the disturbed integration of causal–contextual infor-
358 mation in the production of episodes of thinking?
11 The system of course also integrates other information, as the broader context in which the soliloquy is taking place. That is about what it is (i.e., the
‘‘superordinate task’’ the subject is executing), such as the solving of a mathematical problem. This broader context will drive the general line of your soliloquy,
selecting the more appropriate thoughts according to (at least) the current situation. In this respect, if you are fully concentrated on your problem, the
sentences you will silently utter will be coherent with the superordinate task. Other things being equal, a sentence such as ‘‘Pythagoras was not right about this’’
will appear coherent with your solving problem task, but the sentence ‘‘this bread is delicious’’ will not.
12 The phenomenology of thought-ownership is difficult to characterize positively. It is not a vivid and highly salient part of our experience of thinking; rather,
it is better described as recessive, occupying the margins of consciousness and involving a diffuse and harmonious sense that our thoughts are part of some
harmonious flow and do not come out of nowhere. In addition, it is difficult to decide if TI is phenomenally characterized only by an absence of ownership (i.e.,
non-ownership) or more specifically by the presence of a negative sense of dis-ownership. However, these issues are not primordial for the present paper, so
they are postponed for another occasion.
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359 4.6. Abnormal causal coherence: a working memory deficit?
360 The deficit of perceptual binding between the contextual information and the stimulus in schizophrenia (see Section 3)
361 can be explained by deficits in both ‘‘postattentive working-memory-based linkages of features across time’’ and ‘‘preatten-
362 tive concurrent modulation from surrounding stimulus features across space’’ (Uhlhass & Silverstein, 2005: 110). However,
363 to the extent that the conscious flow of thoughts is essentially, though not exclusively, a temporal phenomenon, the dis-
364 turbed function is likely to be a function centrally involved in the linking of features across time. So, we suggest that the
365 integration deficit of causal–contextual information in the process of thought production is principally the result of working
366 memory impairments.
367 We can roughly define working memory (henceforth, WM) as the ability to maintain, manipulate and coordinate online a
368 definite quantity of information for a short period of time. An efficient WM is necessary, inter alia, for the efficient online
369 coordination of post-attentive information across time needed for the production of coherent representations of objects
370 and events and well-unified experiences. In the case of thinking, it is very likely that actually it is WM that enable us to link
371 (or maintain the link of) thoughts with what we called their surrounding causal–contextual information. Indeed, there is
372 strong evidence that patients have global WM impairments, affecting its verbal as well as its visuo- and non-visuo-spatial
373 components (Conklin, Curtis, Katsanis, & Iacono, 2000; Gooding & Tallent, 2004; Harvey & Sharma, 2002, chap. 4; Lee & Park,
374 2005).
375 Compared to healthy people, patients maintain typically less information in WM, and their performances are not im-
376 proved by decreasing the delay between the presentation and the test phase in a delayed response task (Lee & Park,
377 2005). These WM impairments could therefore constitute a main cause of the failure of online integration between thoughts
378 and their causal–contextual information. As pointed out by Lee and Park (2005) the patients’ WM deficits could result from
379 disruptions at different levels or stages in the process of a given WM task since, ‘‘to perform a working memory task success-
380 fully, one has to ‘encode’ the target, internally represent the target, maintain the mental representation of the target while
381 inhibiting irrelevant information, and retrieve the mental representation at the right moment’’ (p. 603). Interestingly, pa-
382 tients have deficits at almost all these sub-processes supporting WM. First, they present encoding deficits, notably in the
383 context of memory tasks and specifically concerning the encoding of contextual information (Passerieux, 2004). Evidence
384 shows that contextual information is not sufficiently processed at the encoding stage, and as a much less available for future
385 processes, including the manipulation and coordination of this information within WM (Lee & Park, 2005). Second, patients
386 are very impaired at inhibiting irrelevant information. They tend to over-process irrelevant information at the expense of
387 relevant information, and as a result their mind is systematically assailed by a non-structured flow of information (Fletcher,
388 Paul & Frith, 2009; Keefe & Kraus, 2009; Kraus, Keefe, & Krishnan, 2009; Moore & Fletcher, 2012). In addition, selective atten-
389 tion is disrupted, which further contributes to the systematic intrusion of irrelevant information in their flow of conscious-
390 ness (Harvey & Sharma, 2002, chap. 6). Finally, schizophrenia patients present deficits in the retrieval process itself (Harvey
391 & Sharma, 2002, chap. 3; Lee & Park, 2005). All these WM deficits could contribute to impeding causal–contextual informa-
392 tion integration processes. In the first place, relevant contextual information may remain un-encoded or be insufficiently en-
393 coded. If it is encoded, it may be encoded along with irrelevant information, which may make its latter retrieval more
394 difficult. Finally, even if all goes well at the encoding stage, the retrieval process itself may be impaired. To sum up, we ar-
395 gued that the WM disturbances could account for the schizophrenia patients’ failure to coordinate some of their thoughts
396 with relevant contextual information, resulting in a disturbed causal coherence and yielding decontextualized episodes of
397 thinking for which the SoO is lacking.
398 5. Thought insertion further explained
399 We have argued so far that TI is best characterized as primarily a disorder of the sense of thought ownership. However, an
400 account of TI should also explain the episodic nature of TI; i.e. why patients do not experience all their thoughts as inserted
401 and it should explain why the disowned thoughts are attributed to some alien agency. In addition, in Section 2 we criticized
402 the standard approach for failing to distinguish TI from related phenomena such as UT and IFT. We now turn to these further
403 challenges and discuss how they can be addressed on the present model, starting with the third one.
404 5.1. The case of unbidden thought
405 While the standard approach failed to distinguish TI from other specific cases like UT and IFT, the present model provides
406 the tools needed to distinguish them. According to our hypothesis, TI is essentially a deficit of the SoO. We can therefore say
407 that what distinguishes that in IFT and UT, the former the SoO is preserved but the SoA is lacking. However, this answer
408 needs further elaboration, since TI is in a way very similar to UT, i.e., in both cases thoughts seem to arise in your mind auto-
409 matically or spontaneously and are experienced as unwilled and unexpected. Prima facie then, unbidden thoughts look like
410 cases of decontextualized thoughts. Why is it that we still own these thoughts?
411 The intuitive answer is to say that UTs come out of the blue, because they lack semantic coherence with the thoughts that
412 precede them, but do not come out of nowhere, because causal coherence is retained. That is to say, the causal–contextual
413 information is integrated at the time of occurrence of the (unbidden) thought. This is what we suggested with the example of
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414 the man who suddenly had the thought ‘‘I must not forget my laptop for tonight’s meeting’’ pop in his mind while exercising
415 at the gym: the thought felt as coming out of the blue but not out of nowhere because the system integrated the (implicit or
416 explicit) memory factor that triggered this thought (see, Section 4).13 Now, we need to detail how this works.
417 Imagine you tell me, ‘‘I think that Sarkozy was not a good president’’, and I ask you, ‘‘Why are you thinking that?’’. In this
418 case there are at least two possibilities: either you are able to retrieve the causal–contextual information, say, ‘‘I just saw
419 someone carrying a newspaper with a picture of Sarkozy on the frontpage’’ or you are not able to retrieve such information
420 and you reply, ‘‘just like that, I don’t know’’ (UT). In both cases, however the thought feels like your own thought and feels
421 coherent. Why?
422 A first possibility is to insist that in UT, some causal–contextual information may still be retrievable and exploited by a
423 fallback mechanism. Take the following example of UT: while I am attending a boring talk the thought, ‘‘I hate pigeons!’’,
424 pops in my mind. Then if you ask me why I was thinking that, I could at least reply, ‘‘Because I really hate pigeons’’. In a case
425 of inserted thought, this response may not be available. The suggestion would then be that in the case of UTs but not of ITs,
426 individuals may still be able to relate the thought to elements of their personal background of beliefs and other attitudes. The
427 unavailability of immediate causal–contextual information would account for the feeling of surprise and unexpectedness
428 that accompany them, but a fallback mechanism of self-interpretation would insure that their ownership is not challenged.
429 This echoes the hypothesis defended by Stephens and Graham (2000) who argue that TI results from the inability of patients
430 to explain some of their episodes of thinking in terms of their own beliefs or desires, that is, in terms of their own self-con-
431 ception: ‘‘A person denies that is the agent of a given thought because she finds that she cannot explain its occurrence in
432 terms of her theory or conception of her intentional psychology’’ (2000: 162). This explanation, however, suffers from
433 two important limitations. First, unbidden thoughts do not always easily fit one’s self-conception. I may be kept wondering
434 why on earth the thought ‘‘I really hate pigeons’’ came to my mind, given that I like birds in general and do not harbor any
435 particular ill feelings against pigeons. Moreover, unbidden thoughts can also be disturbing, unpleasant and seriously at odds
436 with one’s self-conception and we should expect the kind of fallback mechanism just sketched to lead us to disown them in
437 such cases. Second, and conversely, inserted thoughts are not necessarily outlandish; they can also be very mundane or at
438 least not obviously in conflict with the patient’s self-conception. Indeed, schizophrenia patients may acknowledge that their
439 inserted thoughts are thoughts that could have been theirs, as in the case of this patient quoted by Allison-Bolger: ‘‘She said
440 her ‘own thoughts might say the same thing’, ‘but the feeling isn’t the same’, ‘the feeling is that it is somebody else’s’’
441 (Allison-Bolger, 1999, #89). This may lead us to suspect that the preservation of the sense of ownership for UB and its loss
442 in TI do not fundamentally depend on whether these thoughts do or do not fit our self-conception. Something more basic
443 seems to be at stake.
444 A second possibility is that in UT, but not in TI, some causal–contextual information was actually integrated with the rel-
445 evant thought by online contextual integration processes. However this information would not be retrievable after the time of
446 occurrence of the relevant thought. The suggestion then is that in UT the contextual information that triggered the thought is
447 not processed extensively enough to be explicitly retrievable by the subject later in time, but nonetheless processed to such
448 an extent that the system integrates it with the relevant thought at the time around its occurrence. Turn back to the example
449 of Sarkosy. Perhaps your thought was originally triggered by a glimpsed picture of Sarkosy. However the amount of process-
450 ing this information received was not sufficient for it to be maintained in working memory long enough to be retrievable
451 later when I asked you the reason for which you were thinking that. Now it is sufficient that the systemmaintained and coor-
452 dinated the relevant causal–contextual information at the time the thought was generated for there to also occur a concurrent,
453 albeit transient, sense of causal coherence.
454 Of course, different quantitative/qualitative levels of contextual information processing will have consequences for long-
455 term integration, and so for the sense of ownership as well. The less the contextual information is processed, the less the
456 integration will be maintained through time and the more the sense of ownership will disappear as time passes. Suppose
457 again your (unbidden) thought was actually triggered by a briefly glimpsed picture of Sarkosy. If 1 week later, I ask you
458 whether you still think that Sarkozy was a bad president, you could be astonished by my question and reply, ‘‘I never said
459 that!’’. You could have no memory of ever having thought that and, in appropriate terms here, insist that it is not your own
460 thought. Conversely, the more the causal–contextual information was processed the more the integration will be maintained
461 through time and the less the sense of ownership will disappear as time passes. If your thought, ‘‘Sarkozy was not a good
462 president’’, was triggered by a lively debate where your interlocutor argued, against you, that Sarkozy actually was a very
463 good president, even several weeks later, you likely will still be prone to self-ascribe this thought.
464 Finally, there is evidence that subliminal information (i.e., the prime) presented before a target event can, in certain con-
465 ditions, bias your behavioral response for this target (e.g., Naccache, 2006). This means that some integration between the
466 unconscious information (the prime) and conscious information (the target) was achieved. So, a third possibility is that in UT
13 One anonymous reviewer for the present paper asked whether the explanation we offer for thought insertion could be extended to the case of primary
delusions. Primary delusions are usually defined as delusions which arise ‘‘out of the blue’’ with no morbid antecedents or as beliefs that are not preceded by
any other ideas or events. If we follow these definitions, perhaps the distinction between ‘‘out of nowhere’’ and ‘‘out of the blue’’ we draw in the paper is
relevant to this issue. A thought (or a set of thoughts) will be said to be coming ‘‘out of nowhere’’ if causal coherence is lacking (leading to a disturbed sense of
ownership), and ‘‘out of the blue’’ if semantic coherence is lacking. So, we may hypothesize that the phenomenological side of primary delusional beliefs (i.e.,
their lack of coherence with the person’s belief system) may be explained by a disturbed semantic coherence (resulting, e.g., from a deficit in the prediction of
upcoming thoughts), while causal coherence is preserved (explaining why patients do not disown their thoughts in this case). Why primary delusions have the
contents they have and why they become firmly held beliefs are other matters, that fall outside of the scope of the present paper.
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467 the causal–contextual information that triggered your thought was never consciously accessible (not just irretrievable later
468 in time). However, the (unconscious) contextual information would still be integrated with the content of your present
469 thought at the time of its occurrence. To put it metaphorically, in UT I may not know where the thought comes from, but
470 my brain knows it and, as a result, I know it is mine. The three possibilities we delineated are not mutually exclusive and
471 each may contribute to explaining the preservation of the sense of ownership in episodes of UT.
472 Now, in TI the concern is about thoughts that are not accompanied by a sense of ownership at the time of their occurrence.
473 The concern is not about the question of self-ascription at longer term that engage other processes involving, inter alia, the
474 relation between the encoding processes and the long termmemory. As just shown, UTs are accompanied by a sense of own-
475 ership at least at the time of their occurrence. This is explained by the fact that (as the extreme case of subliminal priming
476 shows) the online integration between the content of thoughts and their non-accessible or non-retrievable causal–contex-
477 tual information is possible within a limited time window. So, we can argue that in TI even this very limited form of inte-
478 gration is not achieved. The online binding between the (retrievable, irretrievable or inaccessible) causal–contextual factors
479 related to a thought and the thought itself is either absent or not maintained long enough to produce even a minimally cohe-
480 sive phenomenology and thus support a sense of ownership.
481 5.2. The episodic nature of TI explained
482 A disruption of the WM could also account for the episodic nature of TI. Schizophrenia patients with TI do not experience
483 all their thoughts as inserted (Gallagher, 2004). This episodic character of TI must be explained. WM processes support the
484 online binding of contextual information.14 While WM processes are disturbed in schizophrenia, their failure is not complete.
485 For instance, the intrusion of irrelevant information is very frequent but not systematic. Moreover, the amount of noise created
486 by this intrusion of irrelevant information is not always important enough to disrupt the coordination of information or it may
487 lead to spurious coordination of information, but coordination nonetheless. In addition, we have seen that patients present
488 impairments at the encoding phase of the WM too and that these impairments could negatively affect the integration of the
489 causal–contextual information (Section 4). Yet, there is also evidence that the performance of patients at this encoding phase
490 can be improved by making the relevant information more salient and thus preventing it from being drowned in the noise pro-
491 duced by the intrusion of irrelevant information (Harvey & Sharma, 2002, chaps. 4 and 5). We can therefore expect that in cases
492 where the relevant causal–contextual information is by itself highly salient, integration may still operate.
493 5.3. Sense of agency in thought insertion
494 While we argue that TI is primarily characterized by a disturbed SoO, this does not mean that we take patients with TI to
495 have a preserved SoA over their inserted thoughts. Rather, we take it that lack of a SoA is normally a consequence of lack of
496 SoO. However, we cannot go as far as to say squarely that having a SoO over a thought is a necessary condition for having a
497 SoA over this thought. In Section 2, we drew a threefold distinction between SoO, SoA, and sense of subjectivity and argued
498 that they can dissociate. In particular, one can have a sense of agency over a thought, while lacking both a sense of subjec-
499 tivity and a SoO for that thought, as in experiences of activity where patients feel that they control the thoughts of others
500 (Mullins & Spence, 2003). This phenomenon suggests that SoO is not a precondition of SoA. However, it does not seem pos-
501 sible to have both a sense of subjectivity and a SoA over a thought, while lacking a SoO over that thought. This suggests that
502 when one has a sense of subjectivity over a thought, having a SoO over that thought is indeed a necessary condition for also
503 having a SoA. Insofar as the sense of subjectivity is preserved in TI, the lack of SoO implies a lack of SoA.
504 5.4. The attribution of TI to an external entity: a process of recontextualization
505 There remains the problem of attribution: patients (sometimes) attribute their inserted thoughts to another (not always
506 identified) agent, as exemplified in the following, often quoted, patient’s self-report, ‘I look out of the window and I think the
507 garden looks nice and the grass looks cool, but the thoughts of Eamonn Andrews come into my mind. There are no other
508 thoughts there, only his. [. . .] He treats my mind like a screen and flashes his thoughts onto it like you flash a picture’ (Mellor,
509 1970: 17). Accordingly, we should distinguish in TI the negative sense of non-ownership, ‘‘it is not my thought’’, from the
510 positive sense of alienation, ‘‘it is the thought of someone else’’ (e.g., Stephens & Graham, 2000). It seems that TI not only
511 manifests an abnormal sense of ownership but also involves an experience of alienation. Our hypothesis that inserted
512 thoughts are decontextualized thoughts seems to explain the lack of a proper sense of ownership but not the positive attri-
513 bution of agency.
514 Note first that while patients attribute their inserted thoughts to some alien agency, they do not systematically think of
515 this agency as an identified human agent. Some attribute the source of their inserted thoughts to unknown agents, others to
516 supernatural entities (God, spirits, devils. . .); others yet to machines such as radios or televisions. Various causal mecha-
517 nisms are also reported by patients, for instance hypnosis or electrical signals (Mullins & Spence, 2003). So, the attribution
14 Note that the idea that TI is a phenomenon involving a feeling that the thought has come out of nowhere and that this may be caused by some problem with
the temporal dynamics of cognition and working memory is also suggested by Gallagher (2005).
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518 to a specific human agent seems to be one kind of interpretation among others of the source of inserted thoughts rather than
519 a fundamental experiential characteristic of TI and cultural factors may influence patients’ interpretations. We therefore pro-
520 pose a two-step account: first, inserted thoughts are decontextualized thoughts and this decontextualization accounts for
521 the loss of sense of ownership characteristic of TI (i.e., accounts for the experiential part of TI); second, the attributional ele-
522 ment in inserted thoughts is the result of an attempt at interpretation patients engage into make sense of this strange expe-
523 rience. Indeed, if inserted thoughts present themselves as decontextualized thoughts, then it is almost normal to search for
524 an explanation of the reason why these thoughts are there, in your head. The different kinds of attribution that patients make
525 could therefore be understood as attempts to recontextualize these thoughts that first seemed to come out of nowhere. The
526 fact that patients often opt for extraordinary explanations could result in part from the extraordinary phenomenology of TI
527 as decontextualized thoughts. Extraordinary events call for extraordinary explanations, so to speak. In addition, the loss of
528 general coherence that affects schizophrenia patients would not make them very good judges of the weirdness of the expla-
529 nation they are giving for their inserted thoughts.
530 6. Summary
531 We first argued that viewing the phenomenon of thought insertion in schizophrenia as merely reflecting a disruption of
532 the sense of agency fails to adequately capture its phenomenology. We proposed instead that thought insertion primarily
533 involves a disruption of the sense of ownership and we defended the hypothesis that this disruption stems from a failure
534 in the online integration of the contextual information related to a thought, in particular contextual information concerning
535 the different causal factors that may be implicated in its production. We argued that this failure could be explained by def-
536 icits in post-attentive working-memory-based processes involved in the linkage of features across time. This failure would
537 result in very chaotic subjective experiences of thinking characterized, lacking phenomenal causal coherence. Accordingly
538 some thoughts would be experienced as coming out of nowhere (i.e., as decontextualized thoughts) lacking even a minimally
539 cohesive phenomenology. This would constitute the phenomenological basis of TI (i.e., sense of non-ownership). We also
540 argued that the episodic nature of thought insertion could be explained by the fact that disruptions of the working-mem-
541 ory-based information integration are not systematic in nature. Finally we pointed out that the attribution of inserted
542 thoughts to another agent is not systematic and proposed that it should be viewed as the result of an attempt to recontex-
543 tualize these thoughts.
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